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41. profx photo editor profx photo editor profx photo editor is a photo editor designed to give you
maximum control over all your photos. its an easy-to-use, yet powerful photo editor with a user-

friendly interface. it features a variety of tools, filters, and effects that can be applied to your
photos.price: $39.9942. photooptimizer photooptimizer is a free photo-editing application that

reduces image noise and removes artifacts. it also sharpens images. you can choose from a variety
of presets.price: free 14. elements excellent element excellent is a free tool that can be used to

resize, crop, rotate, and straighten your images.price: free15. xnpextranodes extreme nodes
extreme nodes is an easy-to-use, powerful plug-in for photoshop. its packed with 50 tools and

features.price: $29.9916. softfuse for photoshop its a set of tools and presets for creating images
with a soft, dreamy look. it contains background tools, digital painting tools, filters, painting tools,
and presets.price: free 2. multiple monitor resizing multiple monitor resizing allows you to resize

multiple monitors at the same time.price: $393. non-linear edits non-linear edits is an editing plug-in
for photoshop that enables users to work with layers and fine-tune non-linear adjustments without
the need for layers.price: $29 21. hyperlight it is a set of tools to transform and improve the quality
of your photos. the entire process is automated, so you can focus on your creative ideas instead of
technical details.price: $29more22. peroxide it is a great way to get rid of the green hue left behind
by the adobe camera raw, and deal with other lighting problems. it works by smartly combining both
local and global adjustments for maximum results. now you can find the best settings for you.price:

free
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46. painter equalization equalize your image and get better-looking results.price: $5547. paintshop
pro pro colorwork allows you to paint directly onto your images, giving you full color control. add
texture, paint strokes, and markups, and then save the resulting image.price: $59.9948. narus

imagemaker this free plug-in for adobe photoshop allows you to quickly create and edit images. it
gives you high-quality output with amazing ease.price: free 49. duotone colorize add rich, original

color to your black and white images. duotone colorize is the perfect tool for colorizing images. you
can add color to black and white images in just a few easy steps.price: $69.9950. tilt shift double

your depth by adding dramatic, ultra-miniature focal-points to your subjects. double your depth with
tilt-shift, the secret weapon of the masters.price: $49.99 51. color efex pro enhance your color

photos with the best image retouching filters.price: $59.9952. silver efex pro convert color photos to
black and white.price: $49.9953. viveza adjust photos with this free photoshop plugin.price: free 97.
pixlr-o-matic pixlr-o-matic is a sketching and photo editing tool that lets you create beautiful works
of art. it is the best sketching app for creating and sharing doodles.price: 9.99/month98. pixelmator

it has many powerful drawing and painting tools.price: $59.9999. origami origami allows you to
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easily insert paper textures and backgrounds into your images with a few simple clicks. 104.
cleverdraw light it lets you draw and paint directly on a photo or other image and apply special

effects, too.price: $99.95105. smart sketch free the smart sketch plug-in helps you quickly and easily
design, edit and share your drawing.price: $0106. sketchbook pro it is a powerful tool for creating

and editing illustrations. it includes a set of drawing tools, brushes and a variety of effects, including
texture overlays and gradients.99107. adobe compupic create stunning websites, apps, and

presentations with compupic, a powerful free website design tool.price: free 5ec8ef588b
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